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We have used a multitude of linear and nonlinear cw optical spectroscopies to study the optical 
properties of water precursor poly (p-phenylene vinylene) (P P V  thin films. These spectroscopies 
include absorption, photoluminescence, photoinduced absorption and their respective optically 
detected magnetic resonance, and electroabsorption spectroscopy. We have studied singlet and 
triplet excitons, polarons, and laser action in PPV films. We found that the lowest-lying absorption 
band is excitonic in origin. It consists of two absorption components due to a bimodal distribution 
of the polymer chain conjugation lengths. Electroabsorption spectroscopy unambiguously shows the 
positions of the lowest-lying odd parity exciton 1 B u at 2.59 eV and two of the higher-lying 
even-parity excitons, namely, m A g at 3.4 eV and k A g at 3.7 eV. From these exciton energies we 
obtained a lower bound for the exciton binding energy in PPV, E b(min) =  E (m A g) — E (1B u)

0.8 eV. The quantum efficiency spectrum for triplet exciton photogeneration consists of two 
contributions; the intersystem crossing and, at higher energies, singlet fission. From the onset of the 
singlet fission process at E SF= 2 E T, we could estimate the energy of the lowest-lying triplet 
exciton, 1 3B u , at 1.55 eV, with a singlet-triplet splitting as large as 0.9 eV. From photoinduced 
absorption spectroscopy we measured the triplet-triplet transition, T ^ T *, to be 1.45 eV. The 
quantum efficiency spectrum for polaron photogeneration also consists of two contributions: one 
extrinsic and the other intrinsic. The latter shows a monotonically increasing function of energy with 
an energy onset at 3.3 eV. The intrinsic photogeneration process is analyzed with a model of 
free-electron-hole pair photogeneration, which separate more effectively at higher energy. The 
carrier generation quantum yield at 3.65 eV is estimated to be 0.5%. The quantum efficiency for 
photoluminescence, on the other hand, shows one single step-function process, with an onset at 2.4 
eV. The photoluminescence spectrum is well structured, showing five phonon side bands with 190 
meV separation. We have also studied laser action in PPV thin films and microcavities such as 
microrings and microdisks. The effective gain spectrum is calculated and the estimated threshold 
excitation intensity for laser action for the 0-1 transition is found to be in good agreement with the 
data, with an estimated exciton density of 2 1018 cm 3. Lasing from microring devices shows 
several narrow waveguide modes, with intermode spacing of 0.45 nm that corresponds to an 
effective mode refractive index, n eff=  1.45. The spectral width of the laser modes is resolution 
limited and gives a lower estimate of the cavity quality factor, Q . For microrings we found Q  
>  5000, which is limited by self-absorption in the polymer film. © 2003 Am erican Institute o f  
Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1566937]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first report of electroluminescence (E L  in the 
organic polymer semiconductor poly(para-phenylene vi- 
nylene) (P P V ,1 an understanding of its low-lying excited 
electronic states has attracted considerable interest.217 Yet, 
the magnitude of the electron-electron ( e -  e ) interaction18 
and its role in determining the excited state energies and the 
photo-excitation properties in P P V  is still 
unsettled.6,7,10-16,19-21 Even the linear optical absorption has 
turned out to be controversial,7,13-17,22-24 since the absorp
tion bands are usually broadened by solid state effects, dis
order, chemical impurities etc. One way to overcome this 
problem is to orient the polymer chains through stretching 
and measure polarized linear and nonlinear optical properties 
to determine the polarization of the various absorption 
bands.25-27

Since PPV is centrosymmetric (Fig. 1, upper inset) and 
thus possesses a C 2h point group symmetry, its electronic 
states are divided into odd- (B u) and even- (Ag) parity sym
metry. Among them the four essential singlet states,20,21 
which determine the photoluminescence (P L  efficiency and 
various optical nonlinear spectra are: the ground state, 1 A g ; 
the first excited B u state, 1 B u ; an important A g state, m A g 
with strong coupling to the 1Bu ; and the continuum-band 
threshold, n B u . Nonlinear spectroscopies such as two-

Photon Energy (eV)
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FIG. 1. (a) Measured (bold line absorption spectrum of a PPV film com
pared to the absorption spectrum (dashed line calculated from the bimodal 
conjugation-length distribution (thin solid lines). The four absorption bands 
are indicated in the figure while the difference spectrum dotted line be
tween the measured and calculated ( ) shows evidence of a second ab
sorption band at 3.9 eV. The upper inset shows the chemical structure of 
PPV. (b) PPV absorption spectrum measured by photothermal deflection in a 
thick film. The conjugation length distribution function W(AE) used in the 
calculation is shown in the lower inset. The width (y=a + b) and asymme
try (S= bla) can be calculated from the W(AE).

photon absorption3,28,29 and electroabsorption30,31 have
turned out to be very useful in obtaining information about 
the lowest-lying even- and odd-parity excitons.30,32,33

The observation of PL and E L and their high efficiency34 
implies that there is an allowed one-photon transition from 
the lowest singlet excitonic state 1 B u into the ground state, 
where the exciton binding energy is substantially large com
pared to kT .35 Yan et al. suggested that the primary photo
excitations in PPV-type -conjugated polymers are spatially 
indirect excitons, or polaron pairs,36-38 but the idea has been 
challenged by several groups.39-41 Since the lowest-lying ex- 
citons are relatively tightly bound, then the spin configura
tion of the spin-112 electron and spin-112 hole influences the 
binding energy, with the spin-triplet exciton lower in energy 
than the spin-singlet exciton by the exchange energy.11 The 
energy separation, A ST, between the lowest-lying singlet and 
triplet excitons may therefore provide an experimental 
method for measuring the magnitude of the e - e  interaction 
in PPV.

In this work we have studied the optical properties of 
unsubstituted PPV thin films, using several optical tech
niques related to long-lived charged and neutral photoexcita
tions, as well as laser action. We have used both linear and 
nonlinear optical spectroscopies, such as visible and infrared 
absorption spectroscopy, photothermal deflection spectros
copy (PDS), photoluminescence (P L , electroabsorption 
EA , photo induced absorption PA , PA detected magnetic 

resonance (PADM R, as well as their action spectra.
The paper is divided as follows: in Sec. II we outline the 

experimental techniques used in this study; in Secs. IIIA  and 
IIIB , respectively we discuss the linear absorption and EA in 
PPV films; in Sec. IIIC  (IIID) we study the PA (PADMR) 
spectrum. The action spectra of longlived photo generated 
triplet excitons and polarons are studied in Secs. IIIE  and 
III F, respectively. Laser action studies in PPV films and mi
crocavities are described in Sec. III G.

II. EXPERIMENT

In this section we describe the cw-optical techniques 
used in our studies. For the photomodulation PM spectros
copy we used a standard PM setup with a modulated Ar 
laser beam or a monochromatized xenon lamp as excitation 
pump and several incandescent light sources as probe 

beams that cover the spectral range from 0.1 to 3 eV. 
Photoinduced changes T  in the sample transmission, T  
were recorded with a phase sensitive technique to obtain the 
normalized changes in transmission, T / T . We define, PA as 
A a = - A T l T d  = N a d , where d  is the film thickness, N  is 
the photoexcitation density, is their optical absorption 
cross section, and is the change in absorption, .

For PA PL-detected magnetic resonance 
[PADMR(PLDMR)] the sample was mounted in a high-Q 
microwave cavity at 3 GHz equipped with a superconducting 
magnet and illuminated by the pump and probe beams. M i
crowave resonant absorption leads to small changes, 
S T (t>PL), in the probe transmission (PL intensity . This 

T ( PL) is proportional to N , which is induced by transi
tions in the microwave frequency range that change the spin- 
dependent recombination rates. Two types of PADMR spec
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tra are possible: the H-PADMR spectrum, in which S T  is 
measured at a fixed probe wavelength, A. as the magnetic 
field H  is varied. The other type is the A. -PADMR spectrum, 
in which S T  is measured at a constant H  in resonance, 
whereas is varied.

The action spectra of PL and PA were measured using an 
excitation beam from a 250 W Xe lamp passing through a 
monochromator, equipped with proper filters and gratings 
spanning a spectral range E  from 1.5 to 4.5 eV. The pump 
beam fluence I  was kept in the linear regime of the PA exci
tation intensity range to ensure that the lifetime of the ex
cited species is independent of the light intensity.42 We mea
sured the quantum yield QY per absorbed photon, where 
AT (or P L  was multiplied by the factor g (E ) =  (1 /E d) (1
— R )I ( E )(1 - e x p ( a ( E )d )]) where a  and R  are the film ab
sorption and reflectivity spectrum, respectively and I (E ) is 
the pump intensity spectrum.

For the laser action studies we used for excitation the 
third harmonic of a Nd-doped yttrium aluminum garnet re
generative laser amplifier at 355 nm, with 100 ps pulse du
ration at a repetition rate of 100 Hz. The circular illuminated 
area on the sample was about 1 mm2. The emission was 
collected by a short focusing lens and analyzed by a SPEX 
0.6 m  triple spectrometer with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled 
charge-coupled device camera. For the microlasers, the PPV 
was directly polymerized on a commercially available opti
cal fiber of 125 ^tm in diameter. The excitation light was 
then focused in a plane perpendicular to the fiber axis so that 
only the microring was excited. The microdisks were fabri
cated with photolithography techniques,43 and disks with di
ameters in the range of 80-200 ^ m  were studied.

The PPV polymer was synthesized by the commonly 
used precursor route.44 Here the water-soluble nonconjugated 
soluble polymer is cast into films and then converted to the 
desired polymer by heating it in flowing nitrogen at 220 ° C, 
for at least 2 h.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Absorption and photoluminescence spectroscopies

The absorption spectrum of our PPV films [Fig. Ua)] 
shows an onset at about 2.5 eV and consists of several bands 
that were labeled before as i _ v .13,14,22,27 Absorption band I at
— 3 eV is due to the main delocalized (d) tt_ tt* transition; it 
is most probably the result of an inhomogeneously broad
ened 1 A g- 1 B u excitonic transition. Band I shows a fairly 
well resolved vibronic structure on the low-energy side with 
a phonon energy of 190 meV. However, the high degree of 
asymmetry broadens the band on the high-energy side, giv
ing a full width at half maximum FWHM of 1.2 eV. This 
asymmetry has been related to different chain packing in the 
nanocrystalline structure formed when using the precursor

33route.33
The strong absorption tail seen below the onset of the 

first absorption band Fig. 1 a may be attributed to Ray
leigh scattering of light from the microcrystallite structures 
formed in the film. In order to study the true absorption in 
this region we therefore used the technique of PDS as shown 
in Fig. 1 b ; this technique is suitable for measuring small

absorption coefficients below 104 c m 1, since is not sensi
tive to scattering. Figure 1 b shows a remarkably long ab
sorption tail extending down to below 1 eV, which is prob
ably due to the existence of impurities and defects in the 
film. The absorption coefficient drops exponentially over two 
orders of magnitude between 2.45 eV and 2.25 eV. We there
fore conclude that the strong tail seen in ( ) when mea
sured using optical transmission [Fig. 1(a)] cannot be ac
counted for by linear absorption. In order to enhance laser 
action that is usually limited by self-absorption, it is thus 
necessary to minimize this absorption tail, which otherwise 
increases the optical loss coefficient at the lasing wavelength.

Band II, peaking at 3.9 eV, is a matter of controversy. In 
substituted PPV derivatives it has been assigned either to 
charge conjugation symmetry breaking, or short PPV seg
ments in the film.10,11,22 In unsubstituted PPV, however no 
charge conjugation symmetry breaking due to substitution 
occurs. In contrast, we cannot rule out the possibility of hav
ing short chain segments in our films giving rise to the ap
pearance of a small absorption band such as band II. Band
III, peaking at 4.9 eV, is due to localized to delocalized and 
delocalized to localized transitions. Whereas band IV, peak
ing at 6 eV, originates from localized state transitions within 
the benzene molecular orbital states.22 Miller et al. found in 
a stretched oriented poly(2-methoxy-5(2'ethyl-hexyloxy)- 
1-4-phenylene vinylene) sample that the absorption bands I,
II, and IV is oriented parallel to the chain while the absorp
tion band III is polarized off axis in the ratio 2:1 perpen
dicular to parallel).27

In order to fit the asymmetric absorption spectrum of 
PPV for energies in band I, we have used the following 
model. First, we calculated the electron-vibration contribu
tion to a((a ) using the Huang-Rhys (H R  ansatz:

a dd(M)y-lm e V 01
Sp 1

p=o p i  {b)lB - rX + p v - ( o )
, 1

where a dd is the delocalized tt- tt* absorption, « 1B is the 
energy of the 1 B u exciton, is the inhomogeneous broad
ening parameter and set to be 20 meV, S  is the HR parameter, 

01 is the transition dipole moment, and is the phonon 
frequency. In the remainder we write the energy of the 1 B u 
exciton, E (1B u) as E 1B =  o 1B — iT .

Second, since most films of PPV contain chains with a 
distribution of conjugation lengths C L  due to mechanical 
distortion, c is  bonds, defects, imperfections, impurities, and 
cross-links, we include in ( ) a CLdistribution see Fig. 
1(b), inset], a CL, by performing a weighted average over the 
shifted energy states around the mean 1 B u energy:30

r + s
a CL(io)y- W (E ')a (E  lB + E ';io )dE '. (2)

J - s  "

The CL distribution in Eq. (2) is approximated by an asym
metric Gaussian weight function, W (E ), as follows:

W (E ')  =
1.13 exp{ — [E ' / B - F ( u ) ] 2}

B  1 + e x p { - [ E ' /B - F ( u ) ] }  ’
3

where
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TABLE I. The best-fitting parameters for the two-component absorption fit 
A1 and A2 of PPV. Here q is the relative displacement of the electronic 
states parabolas EA(qA) and EB(qB), where q is the configurational coordi
nate of the state, S is the Huang-Rhys parameter, and hv is the phonon 
energy. The CL distribution width ( ) and asymmetry ( ) are used as free 
parameters, and they are numerically evaluated from the distribution. The 
relative strength of the bimodal chain-length distribution in the fits are given 
by I a .

Parameter A1 A2

E (1B„) 2.589 eV 2.705 eV
q1 1.65 2.40

S = (A q1)2/2 1.36 2.88
h 0.19 eV 0.19 eV
7 0.16 eV 0.19 eV
S 2.11 2.11
IA 0.27 0.73

0.95
F M =  0.475. (4)

The parameters B  and u in Eq. 4 allow the width and asym
metry of W (E  ) to be varied without changing the position 
of the mean 1 B u energy.30 From W (E  ) we numerically 
evaluated the width a b  and the asymmetry b  /a  of 
the CL distribution, where a and b  are defined as the distance 
from the mean energy to the half-height points see Fig. 1 b , 
inset .

In Fig. 1 a we show the result of the calculated ( ) 
with the parameters given in Table I. In comparison with the 
data, obviously it is impossible to simultaneously fit the 
well-pronounced vibronic feature on the low-energy side and  
the broad absorption at high-energy side, when using only a 
single CL distribution function. For the CL distribution we 
therefore introduce in the calculation two CL components, 
W 1(E ) and W 2(E ) shown as thin solid lines in Fig. 1 a , 
having different mean energies and different line shapes 
manifested by different HR factors . The two CL distribu

tions have mean energy E (1B u) of 2.59 eV and 2.71 eV, 
respectively, where the higher-energy component has a rela
tive strength of 2.7.

We can intuitively understand the two CL components as 
due to a bimodal CL distribution. In the more ordered parts 
of the film we have longer CL, and hence also lower E (1B u) 
with a smaller HR parameter. Whereas in the disordered part, 
the average CL is shorter and therefore E  (1 B u) is higher, 
with an increased Huang-Rhys parameter due to localization. 
A bimodal distribution with similar intensity ratios has been 
used by Mulazzi et al. to analyze both absorption and reso
nant Raman spectra in PPV.45

Another possible explanation of the two CL distribution 
functions may be the existence of c is  bonds in the PPV film, 
which increase disorder by disrupting the CLS and interfere 
with the packing in the film. According to Son et al.,46 we 
can estimate the amount of c is  bonds in our converted PPV 
film from the intensity ratio of the infrared absorption band 
that are due to c is  vibrations at 877.5 cm 1 to that of tra n s  
vibrations at 964.2 cm 1. In Fig. 2 we show the ir spectrum 
of our PPV film, spun from methanol precursor solution on a 
KBr substrate that was measured using a Fourier transform ir

0.00 — ■— 1— ■— 1— ■— 1— ■— 1— ■— 1— ■—  
3500 3000 2500 2000 1500 1000 500

Wavenumber (cm'1)

FIG. 2. ir-absorption spectrum in PPV showing that the ratio of cis (877.5 
cm-1) to trans (964.2 cm-1) bonds is <20% . The absorption lines around 
3000 cm-1 are from various C-H stretching vibrations in different surround
ings, as indicated in the figure. The two bands at 1515 cm-1 and 1421 cm-1 
are from aromatic ring vibrations.

spectrometer. From the above-mentioned ir vibration inten
sity ratio we estimate the c i s / t r a n s  ratio in our film to be 
about 20%. This may sufficiently disturb the CL distribution 
W (E ) in our film to form two CL components.

We note that even when we include two CL distribution 
functions we still cannot fit ( ) in the spectral region be
low band III. The dashed line in Fig. 1 a is the difference 
spectrum between the calculated and measured a(o>), re
vealing the existence of an additional absorption band at 3.9 
eV, which we attribute to absorption band II . It is possible 
that this band is due to a weak charge-conjugation symmetry 
breaking, as previously discussed by Martin et al.,33 or the 
presence of short segments as suggested by Chandross and 
Mazumdar.11

The room-temperature PL band and the PL QY action 
spectrum are shown in Fig. 3. The phonon replica in the PL 
band are well pronounced with five sidebands separated by 
the same spacing as in a(o>), namely 190 meV. This energy 
may be related to the PPV C C stretching mode vibration.46 
The PL QY spectrum ?;PL(E ) shows a flat response with an 
onset at E  2.5 eV, as expected for high-quality PPV films.47

t----1----1---- ■---- r

°'?.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75

Photon Energy (eV)
FIG. 3. The normalized room-temperature PL spectrum of PPV with as
signed phonon sidebands. The inset shows the scaled PL action spectrum 
that consists of a step-function response with onset at about 2.5 eV. The 
absolute value of PL 33% at 3.55 eV excitation was measured with an 
integrating sphere.
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FIG. 4. The electroabsorption spectrum of PPV (full line). The dashed line 
is the best-fit calculation using the summation over states model that is 
schematically shown at the top of the figure.

TABLE II. The best fitting parameters for the EA spectrum of PPV. The 
parameters are the same as in Table I. The relative strength of the bimodal 
chain-length distribution in the fits is given by ImA (IkA ).

Parameter EA

E(1B„) 2.589 eV
Aq 1 1.20
S = (A q !)2/2 0.72
h v 0.19 eV
1 0.13 eV
S 2.77
E( mAg) 3.40 eV
E( kAg) 3.70 eV
Aq 2,3 -0.60
ImA /IkA 0.82g g

j;pl(E) was normalized at 3.5 eV by the absolute PL QY, 
rjPL= 33%, which we measured with an integrating sphere.48 
A flat j;pl(E ) response means that the thermalized excitons 
have a certain probability of radiative recombination, inde
pendent of the excitation photon energy, E . The obtained flat 
?;pl(E ) response also validates our experimental capability 
to correctly measure ?;(E ) of photoexcitations. We note that 
?;pl(E ) is very different from the action spectra of triplets 
and polarons presented below in Sects. IIIE  and IIIF, respec
tively.

B. Electroabsorption spectroscopy

Electroabsorption EA spectroscopy is a powerful opti
cal method suitable for studying the excited electronic states 
in polymers and oligomers. In EA we use an ac electric field 
at frequency f  to modify the electronic states in the material. 
Due to the quadratic Stark effect in polymers, we measure 
the changes A «(&>) in the absorption «(&>) at 2 f . For the 
EA measurements we used an interlocking finger electrode 
geometry30 with an interelectrode separation of 40 m. The 
applied electric field was kept below 105 V/cm, and the EA 
signal was measured to be quadratic with the applied volt
age.

The EA spectrum of PPV is shown in Fig. 4. There are 
three main EA spectral features in the range of absorption 
band I Fig. 1 a . At low there is a derivativelike feature 
that crosses zero at 2.58 eV, followed by two well- 
pronounced phonon replicas at 2.77 eV and 2.96 eV, respec
tively. At higher energies there are two EA bands emerging at 
3.40 eV and 3.70 eV, respectively, with no corresponding 
features in the absorption spectrum. We conjecture that these 
are due to strongly coupled even-parity states, m A g and 
k A g , respectively, with different relative strengths. The tran
sitions 1 Ag mAg  and 1 A g kAg  are symmetry forbidden, 
but the symmetry-breaking external electric field makes 
these transitions somewhat allowed by borrowing oscillator 
strength from the 1 A g 1 B u transition.11 At higher energies 
the EA spectrum is always positive, which might suggest that 
there exist a sequence of even-parity states whose number is 
much larger than two.

The redshifted EA spectrum see Fig. 4 cannot be ex
plained in a pure two-level system. Any perturbation leads to

a blueshifted EA spectrum caused by a further splitting of the 
two levels. The redshifted EA spectrum necessarily implies 
(0 the existence of a higher-lying third level with (ii) a stron
ger coupling to the second level than between levels one and 
two.30 For fitting the EA spectrum we note that to a good 
approximation the EA spectrum is proportional to the imagi
nary part of the third-order optical susceptibility30

A T  4 ttco

nc
- &>,&>,0,0)F 2d , 5

where n is the refractive index, c is the speed of light, and F  
is the strength of the applied electric field. To calculate the 
third-order optical susceptibility, (3) we used the summa
tion over states (S O S  model, originally proposed by Orr and 
Ward49 and further developed for -conjugated polymers by 
Liess et al.30 For a centrosymmetric polymer such as PPV, 
we included three essential states, namely the 1 A g , 1 B u , 
and m A g(k A g).

For the EA spectrum fit we included vibrational effects 
via the Franck-Condon approximation with harmonic poten
tial and the CL distribution component for the longer chains 
taken from the fit of «(&>) [see Eq. (2)]. For ir-conjugated 
polymers it has been shown that the contribution to (3) is 
strongly proportional to the conjugation length L , where 
X(3)~ L p with 1.50 The short CL distribution that was 
used to fit «(&>) at large ft «  is therefore not important for 
the EA calculation, and the long CL distribution dominates. 
The asymmetric Gaussian CL distribution see Eq. 3 used 
in the EA fit is shown in Fig. 4, inset. By including four 
essential states in the calculation, namely 1 A g , 1 B um  and 
two even-parity states m A g and k A g we could fit the EA 
spectrum as shown in Fig. 4 with parameters given in Table
II. Martin et al., have included the n B u state in their EA 
calculations in PPV,33 but found that the relative strength of 
the n B u contribution is much smaller compared to the con
tribution of m A g and k A g states. From the obtained fit to the 
data we conjecture that only three essential excited states are 
sufficient to analyze the experimental EA spectrum.

When inspecting the EA spectrum obtained in our mea
surements, it is obvious the absence of Franz-Keldysh (FK) 
oscillations at the continuum band onset, as seen in polydi
acetylene single crystals.51 However, the higher-lying even- 
parity state, namely m A g , may be considered to be the lower
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limit of the continuum band, with the fine FK oscillations 
destroyed by the disorder in the film.52 In this case, we can 
get an estimate of the 1 B u exciton binding energy E b , using 
the relation

E b^ E { m A g) - E {  1B ^  — 0.8 eV, (6)

in good agreement with Martin et al.33 The binding energy 
estimated here is the energy difference between the fully 
relaxed 1 B u exciton and the fully relaxed n B u exciton, 
which lies energetically just above the m A g exciton, and can 
be considered as the onset of the continuum band. The lower 
limit of the binding energy here is considerably higher than 
estimates that originate from indirect electrical measure
ments, ranging from a few meV up to 0.4 eV.19 53 However, 
the binding energy estimated from the indirect electrical 
measurements is defined as the energy difference between 
the creation of two fully separated and relaxed charge carri
ers of opposite sign, which is different from our definition 
here; care must therefore be exercised when comparing bind
ing energies measured by different techniques.54

The theoretical models using negligible on-site electron 
interaction U  cannot explain the large binding energy in the 
neutral manifold that we obtained here. It is therefore impor
tant to incorporate in any model calculations a relatively 
large electron-electron interaction to explain the observed 
optical properties in PPV, and also in other -conjugated 
polymers. We further note that the binding energy measured 
here is not far off from the measured binding energies of 0.5 
eV that is commonly accepted in polydiacetylenes.52

FIG. 5. a The photomodulation spectrum of PPV measured at 80 K. The 
PA bands P1 , P2, and T1 are assigned. b The intensity dependence of the 
P1 circles and T1 squares bands are shown, both showing bimolecular 
behavior at higher pump intensities.

C. Photoinduced absorption spectroscopy

The PA spectrum of a PPV film spun on sapphire sub
strate and measured at 80 K is shown in Fig. 5 a . As previ
ously reported,2 the PA spectrum is composed of two main 
PA bands, where the higher-energy band can be decomposed 
into two independent bands shown in Fig. 5 a based on 
their different frequency and temperature dependencies.2 55 
The two PA bands at 0.5 eV (P 1) and 1.9 eV (P 2) are 
correlated, whereas the band T 1 at 1.5 eV is not correlated 
with the other two bands. Also PADMR shows see Sec. 
IIID) that T 1 PA band is correlated with spin-1, whereas P 1 
and P 2 PA bands are correlated with spin-1/2 excitations. We 
therefore identify P 1 and P 2 PA bands as the two allowed 
transitions of long-lived polaron excitations charge e ,S  
=  1/2), whereas T 1 is a transition in the triplet manifold (T 
—>T*), related to the long-lived triplet excitons (charge neu
tral, S= 1). Recent model calculations show1115 that the most 
strongly coupled excited state to the 1 3Bu in the triplet 
manifold is the m  3A g . We therefore identify T 1 at 1.5 eV 
with the transition 1 3B u m  3A  g in the triplet manifold.

The intensity dependence see Fig. 5 b of the in-phase 
signal, (measured with respect to the laser m odulation for 
both P 1 and T 1 shows a crossover from linear to almost \fI 
behavior; this is expected for bimolecular recombination ki
netics. This type of recombination kinetics is clear for po- 
larons since P + +  P _ —► ground state. Bimolecular recombi
nation kinetics for triplets can only be explained by triplet- 
triplet annihilation (dT 1/ d t-— BT^, where B  is the 
bimolecular recombination rate coefficient . Triplet-triplet

annihilation is possible if the exciton diffusion is substantial. 
Partee et al.56 have suggested from delayed fluorescence that 
triplet-triplet annihilation to form singlet excitons is impor
tant in substituted PPVs. Considering that the unsubstituted 
PPV forms a more close-packed structure than the substi
tuted PPVs, we suggest that triplet diffusion could be even 
more important in unsubstituted PPV films. We note how
ever, that Hertel et al.51 found that in a ladder type polymer, 
the delayed fluorescence is due to recombination of 
electron-hole pairs, rather than triplet-triplet annihilation.

D. Optically detected magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy

The H -PADMR spectrum of PPV measured at 
=  1.5eV is shown in Fig. 6(b). It contains two S T >  0 reso
nance bands; one at H 0=  1008 G (g —2,S=  1/2 excitations) 
and the other at H ^ 2 6 0  G (g — 8, half-field resonance of 
S  1 excitations . We note the extremely weak PA ( T /T

10 5) and PADMR ( T /T  10 7) signals that are caused 
by the small density of traps, i.e., impurities, and defects in 
our PPV film; this is consistent with the high-PL QY that we 
measured in this film. The small PADMR signal has not al
lowed us to obtain continuous -PADMR spectra for the 
spin-1/2 and spin-1 excitations. However, to further separate 
between these two types of excitations we measured the 
H -PADMR spectrum at selected following the various PA 
bands in the PA spectrum Fig. 6 .

The wave-function extent of the lowest-lying triplet ex- 
citon may be obtained from the half-field triplet powder pat-
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FIG. 6. (a) The H-PLDMR spectrum of PPV at 10 K, where only one 
resonance at H0 (S = 1/2) is seen. (b) The H-PADMR spectrum of PPV 
measured at fiio = 1.5 eV. The two 8T>  0 resonances at H0 (S = 1/2 and at 
H ^ H 0/2 that is emphasized by the vertical dashed line (S = 1, ‘‘half-field’’) 
are assigned.

tern at H 1. This resonance is shifted from (1/2) H 0 due to the 
zero-field splitting parameters, D  and E  in the Zeeman spin 
Hamiltonian:

H = g 0  H -S  +  D (s ? -1 /3 s 2) +  E (s -Sy), (7)

where s =  s ^ s 2, s 1 and s 2 are the spins 1/2 of the electron 
and hole, respectively, g f i  H S  is the magnetic Zeeman split
ting term and the zero-field splitting (Z F S  parameters D  and 
E  are given by:

D

E

3 g-13, 
4 '

3g 2/S j 
4 \

\jsT

\JsT

-3 z 2
^ 7

V2- * 2 \
V r jr5

(8)

(9)

In Eqs. (8) and (9), ^ T( r ) is the triplet wave function and 
r =  r 1 — r 2, where r 1 and r 2 are the electron and hole vector 
coordinates, respectively. A useful approximation for t te  e a  (see above in Sec. IIIB) we measured the m A g state at

FIG. 7. The triplet QY action spectrum (full line) as deduced from the T1 PA 
excitation spectrum. Two photogenerated processes, namely, intersystem 
crossing and singlet fission, are assigned. The dashed line is the best fit to 
the singlet fission model as described in the text.

where H ^  H 0. Using Eq. (11) and assuming an axial sym
metric ^ T( r) , i.e., E =  0 [Eq. (9)] we obtain from H 1 
=  260G  and D  = (H 2- 4 H  1)1/2, a ZFS parameter D 
= 864 G. Consequently from Eq. (1 0  we estimate the triplet 
wave function extent R  in PPV to be R =  3.2A. This shows 
that the lowest-lying triplet in PPV (the 13B u s ta te  is highly 
localized and may be treated as a molecular Frenkel-type 
exciton. This is in contrast to the singlet 1 Bu state, which has 
been shown to extend in PPV over about six repeat units.4 
The short triplet wave-function extent implies that the 
lowest-lying triplet energy in PPV lies deep inside the optical 
gap, consistent with a large singlet-triplet energy splitting.

E. Triplet exciton energy level

In a previous communication we have shown a way to 
obtain the triplet energy levels in PPV,59 based on the action 
spectrum of the T - T * PA band. The T 1 excitation spectrum 
is shown here in Fig. 7. One photogeneration process starts 
at the optical gap and has a flat energy response, similar to 
that of the PL QY spectrum. We identify this process as 
mainly due to thermalized excitons, consistent with intersys
tem crossing ISC from excitons at the bottom of the 
lowest-lying excitonic states.60 The second operative triplet 
photogeneration process, with an onset at E  3.1 eV, is due 
to unthermalized excitons. There are two possible processes 
that occur during the ultrafast exciton thermalization. These 
are upper excited-state transfer61 and singlet fission SF .62 
The maximum efficiency for upper excited-state transfer is at 
energies close to higher triplet states. The plateau at 

-4.4 eV should then be the second lowest triplet state. In

triplet wave-function extent, R , can be then derived 

R  3 =  2.78X 104/ D ,

58

10

where R  is measured in A and D  is in G.
The half-field triplet powder pattern has a strong maxi

mum at H 1 given by5811

H  -  H0
H 1_ 2

1
D + E \ 2 1/2

11

3.4 eV, 1 eV lower than the plateau. Hence, upper excited- 
state transfer cannot explain our data.

Singlet fission,62,63 on the contrary, is a process where a 
singlet exciton Ex decomposes into a pair of triplets with 
opposite spins: Ex T  T  . The energy barrier for such a 
process is given by E  = 2E T, where E T is the triplet energy, 
E t = E ( 1 3B u). The prediction from theory is a single step 
function at E  =  2E T.62,63 However, the experimental rjT(E ) 
curve increases very slowly above the onset at 2E T. The

2r
5
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FIG. 8. The important excited energy levels of PPV in the neutral manifold. 
All energies we obtained from our cw spectroscopies here, except the bands 
PA1 and PA2 that were observed in the transient ps pump and probe spec
troscopy (Ref. 60).

slow increase in the triplet QY spectrum towards high E  may 
be explained by making the following two assumptions:42 (i) 
ET is spread out inhomogeneously due to the CL distribution 
and (ii) singlet fission may be accompanied, just like any 
other electronic transition, by emission of strongly coupled 
phonons. We obtained E T= 1.55 eV and S T= 1.5 from the 
experimental data using the singlet fission model.64 We note 
that the triplet-exciton H uang-Rhys parameter is consider
ably larger than that for the singlet exciton obtained for the 
EA spectrum [where S e a = (A q i ) 2/2= 0 .72], consistent with 
the more localized triplet-exciton wave function. For PPV, 
there is no direct measurement of E ( T ) from phosphores
cence, but pulse radiolysis experiments65 66 on PPV deriva
tives have measured E ( T ) at 1.3 to 1.5 eV, in good agree
ment with our measurements.

In Fig. 8, we summarize the energy levels and optical 
transitions in the neutral manifold obtained in this and pre
vious work.59 The excitonic absorption bands, PAi and PA2, 
however, were observed in ps pump and probe 
spectroscopy,60 since the exciton lifetime is on the order of
0.5 ns, much too fast to be observed in our cw measure
ments. Within the singles configuration interaction it was 
shown by Shimoi and Abe that the upper state in triplet ab
sorption is degenerate with the m  1 A g .8 Within a theory that 
went to higher order it was shown by Shimoi and Mazumdar
that this upper state occurs actually below the m  1Ag , and 
hence this state, the m  3Ag , is an exciton, assuming that the 
m  1 A g is an exciton.68 We can then get a lower limit estimate 
of the singlet exciton binding energy E b(min) in PPV: 
E b(min) =  T — AST= 0.55eV . This value is in agreement 
with E b 0.8 eV obtained from the EA spectroscopy summa
rized above.

The large ST 0.9 eV found here can be tied to the 
important role of the electron-electron interaction in these 
materials. Models with relatively large on-site electron- 
electron interaction8-11,15,67 and recent fir s t principles  
calculations16 are all in agreement with our findings. We note 
that Gartstein et al. calculated AST= 0 .6  eV involving a 
small on-site Coulomb interaction U (within an exciton basis 
form alism  22 But in models with negligible U, the T 1 tran
sition should be of the order of ST . In our experiment we 
measured both  A ST and T 1 transitions, and found that they 
are not degenerate. Furthermore, the negligible U models

FIG. 9. The polaron PA (P1) QY action spectrum of PPV, normalized as 
described in the text. The separation between the extrinsic and intrinsic 
photogeneration processes is marked by the thin dashed line.

cannot explain the large exciton binding energies in the neu
tral manifold that we obtained here. The necessity to involve 
large U in model calculations is important for further theo
retical studies of the electronic states and related optical 
properties in ir-conjugated polymers.

F. Polaron excitation spectrum

In Fig. 9 we show the polaron photogeneration quantum 
yield r)p(E ) measured at low light intensity I, where the 
polaron density is proportional to I  [see Fig. 5(b)]. In the 
linear regime of the intensity dependence we can estimate 
the experimental QY at 3.65 eV, using the absorption cross 
section for polarons, crp =  2 x  10^15 cm-2 measured by Har
rison et al.69 For this estimate we use the equation

NSS = { -b T /T ) /< r p d  = gI7,T , (12)

where 1 500 s 1 is obtained from the polaron PA fre
quency response.55 Since d ~  200 nm, we can estimate the 
experimental QY from Eq. (12) to be about 0.5% at 3.55 eV 
(with an uncertainty of 0 .5% .

Similarly as for ijT(E )  spectrum, the r)p(E )  spectrum 
also contains two processes: a step function response at E  
=  2.5 eV, followed by a monotonically increasing function of
E, with an onset at approximately 3.3 eV, i.e., at the thresh
old for the generation of free charge carriers, E th = E  1B 

E b . A similar E  dependence was previously measured in 
the action spectra of photocurrent70-73 and light-induced 
electron spin resonance.74-76 This shows that the charge car
riers are photogenerated through an intrinsic process, and not 
via a photoemission process as suggested in Ref. 70.

Since the thermalization process is much shorter than the 
exciton lifetime in PPV, we expect that the process of exciton 
dissociation ( E x ^ P ~  + P +) at impurities to be dominated 
by thermalized excitons. The action spectrum (at low inten
sities) of this “extrinsic’’ process will then have a step- 
function response at the optical gap, similar to ?;PL(E ) in 
Fig. 3, inset. At higher excitation densities (1015 cm-2 ) the 
polaron generation has been shown by Kraabel et al., to be 
quadratic in exciton density or probably due to an exciton- 
exciton annihilation process.77 The second process, which 
must then be due to hot excitons, is intrinsic in nature. Above
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FIG. 10. (a The normalized PL emission spectrum of a PPV thin film. The 
dashed line corresponds to a pump fluence of 4.3/i.J/cm2 (43.0 kW/cm2) and 
the full line is for a pump fluence of 143 ,nJ/cm2 (1.43 MW/cm2) that 
shows spectral narrowing or ASE. (b) The calculated ASE spectrum using 
Eq. (13 (normalized for clarity. Note the blueshift in emission that occurs 
upon reduction of the self-absorption. Different values of relative bleaching 
were used: 0% (full line), 25% (dashed line), 50% (dotted line), and 75% 
dash-dotted line .

3.3 eV free-electron-hole pairs with zero total momentum 
are formed. According to the Onsager model by increasing 
the photon energy the e - h pair gains more excess energy, 
which leads to a more efficient initial e - h separation. The 
electron-hole pairs thermalize down by phonon emission 
and scattering processes and form either excitons both sin
glets and triplets at various rates78 or free polarons, if their 
separation distance after thermalization is larger than the 
Coulomb radius, r c = e 2/ 4 w s s 0k T .19 Disorder plays an im
portant role in the process, since we do not observe any 
Franz-Keldysh oscillations signatures of a real continuum 
band in PPV. However, the m A g state at 3.3 eV may be taken 
as the onset of the continuum band, in excellent agreement 
with the polaron excitation spectrum.

G. Laser action in thin PPV films and microcavities

1. Am plified spon taneous em ission

The first report on spectral narrowing SN in 
-conjugated polymers was by Moses, who reported stimu

lated emission and lasing from a methoxy derivative of PPV 
in solution.80 Yan et al., reported pump-probe-type stimu
lated gain in both stretched-oriented films and solution.37,38 
Another major breakthrough was reported in 1996 when 
three groups independently reported laser action in 
7r-conjugated polymer thin films.81-83

We have observed SN in PPV films as shown in Fig.
10 a . When pumping above a threshold fluence, I 0 of 20 
/xJ/cm 2, which corresponds to an exciton density N o=1.8 

1018 cm 3 and a power density of 200 kW/cm2, then the 
broad PL spectrum (FW HM = 100 nm) collapses into a nar
row line (FW HM =4.5 nm) at the 0-1 transition that occurs at 
around 547 nm 2.26 eV . The emission also slightly blue- 
shifts upon spectral narrowing. The PL 0-1 band has its 
maximum at 548 nm, whereas the narrow band has its emis
sion maximum at 546 nm. I 0 is the same as that reported 
earlier for laser action in PPV films by the Denton et a l.84 
and in poly 2,5-dioctyloxy-p -phenylene vinylene DOO PPV 
by Froler et al.85 The mechanism for SN has been interpreted 
as amplified spontaneous emission ASE aided by 
waveguiding in the film.84

The ASE intensity can be written for a high gain medium
as

I ( L ) '
h c 2

5—  AXeg effL, 13

where the effective gain coefficient g eff 0. In Eq. 13 c is 
the speed of light, is the appropriate solid angle of the 
excitation geometry, and is the width of the emission 
band. When we take absorption loss into account, then g eff 
can be estimated from the relation

g  eff— d N  a , 14

where is the exciton optical cross section at the laser fre
quency, N  is the exciton density, and is the absorption 
coefficient. The effective gain spectrum is reminiscent of the 
PL spectrum with the subtraction of the absorption coeffi
cient. By assuming a spectral shape for based on the room- 
temperature PL spectrum, we calculated the effective gain 
spectra in PPV, using the absorption coefficient obtained 
from the PDS spectrum [see Sec. III A and Fig. 1(b)]. The 
effective optical gain cross section, g may be calculated
from using the relation86,87

15

where we assume ( 0) 4 10 16 cm2 at the peak of the 
0-1 PL band at X0 =  547 nm.36 Based on crg in Eq. (1 5  we 
can estimate from Eq. 14 the exciton threshold density for 
ASE (positive effective g a in  to be N 0== 1.5X 1018 cm-3 , in 
excellent agreement with the experimental threshold value. 
The effective gain spectrum does, however, suggest that ASE 
would first occur at the 0-2 transition rather than the 0-1 (or 
0-0) transition (see Fig. 11). Denton et al. studied the ps PA 
in unsubstituted PPV and found that photobleaching was ob
served only for the 0-1 transition;40 the 0-2 transition being 
too deep in the gap. We therefore suggest that the pho- 
tobleaching is not homogeneous throughout the absorption 
spectrum, but is more pronounced at the 0-1 transition. Since 
the spectral diffusion is very fast, on the order of a few 
picoseconds,88 we expect that the relaxed, thermalized exci- 
tons end up on longer chain segments. Chain segments with 
higher energies do not have substantial absorption in the vis
ible range and the photobleaching is therefore more pro
nounced in the red part of the main absorption band.

4

0
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FIG. 11. The effective gain spectrum g eff(X) of a PPV film calculated from 
the PL spectrum and PDS absorption spectrum. For g = crN we used aN 
= 150 cm-1 (full lin^. uN= 160 cm-1 (dashed line, uN= 170 cm-1 
(dotted line, and aN= 200 cm-1 (dash-dotted line.

In Fig. 10(b) we show the calculated ASE spectrum, us
ing Eqs. (13)-(15), and a PL spectrum that consists of a 
single Lorentzian with the same width and position as that of 
the PL 0-1 band. By decreasing the absorption coefficient in 
Eq. (1 4  due to the photobleaching discussed above, we 
qualitatively obtained the blueshift of the maximum ASE as 
observed experimentally Fig. 10 b . We note that 

-conjugated polymers are a class of materials with high 
phonon energies ( ~  190 meV), which makes ASE switching 
between different phonon sidebands possible.89

2. PPV m icrolasers

We have also fabricated PPV microlasers. In Fig. 12 we 
show lasing from (a) a microring of 125 ^ m  diameter and 
(b) a microdisk with diameter of 128 ^m . The spectral width 
of the microring laser modes is limited in resolution by our 
spectrometer to about 1 A . This may be used to estimate the 
microcavity Q value, Q =  A./AA.S:5000, which is probably 
limited by self-absorption.85 The dominant mode in the m i
croring lasers is the waveguide mode, 
mode spacing is given by

85

A k = -
irD n

of which the inter-

16
eff

where D  is the diameter of the microring and n eff is the mode 
effective refractive index. The experimentally observed inter
mode spacing ( 0.45 nm) can be fitted using this rela
tion with n eff=  1.58 [see Fig. 12(a)]. The reason for the low 
mode effective refractive index that we obtained here com
pared to the polymer n =  1.7 is the proximity of the PPV film 
to the fiber core with n =  1.46, coupled with the mode distri
bution inside the film. In the microdisks, on the other hand, 
no clear laser modes could be obtained, probably due to mul
timode operation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We used a multitude of optical cw spectroscopies to 
study the long-lived neutral and charged photoexcitations in 
PPV thin films, as well as laser action in both thin films and 
microcavities. We found that the linear absorption at the 
main tt- tt* transition ( =  3 eV) cannot be completely ex-

FIG. 12. (a) Laser emission spectrum of a PPV microring of 125 /xm in 
diameter; the intermode spacing is AX = 0.45 nm and the spectral width is 
Sk = 1A. (b) Lasing from a microdisk of 128 /xm in diameter. The pump 
excitation and collection geometries for the two cases are shown in the 
respective insets.

plained by involving a single CL distribution; a bimodal CL 
distribution better explains the shape of absorption band I. 
The low-energy tail of the optical absorption was shown to 
extend far in the ir region, as measured by photothermal 
deflection spectroscopy. However, the much higher absorp
tion tail that is usually measured by optical transmission is 
due to scattering in the PPV microcrystals.

From the EA spectrum we obtained the 1 B u exciton at 
E (1B u) =  2.59 eV and the higher-lying even-parity excitons 
E (m A g) = 3.4 eV and E (kAg) =  3.7 eV. From these energies 
we estimated the exciton binding energy in PPV, E b(min) 
= E (m A g) ~ E (1B u) =  0.8 eV. We used PA and PADMR 
spectroscopies to estimate the extent of the triplet-exciton 
wave function. We found that the triplet is localized on one 
benzene unit of the PPV chain. The quantum efficiency spec
trum for the triplet-exciton photogeneration consists of two 
contributions; the intersystem crossing and, at higher ener
gies, singlet fission. From the onset of the singlet fission 
process at E s f = 2  E t , we could estimate the energy of the 
lowest-lying triplet exciton, 1 3B u , at 1.55 eV. The singlet- 
triplet splitting AST is therefore about 0.9 eV, showing the 
existence of a large electron-electron interaction in PPV.

From the polaron PA action spectrum we identified two 
photogeneration processes in PPV: an extrinsic process hav
ing a step-function spectral response at 2.4 eV and an intrin
sic process that is due to generation of free charge carriers 
having an onset at about 3.3 eV. From the intrinsic carrier 
photogeneration process we estimate the long-lived polaron 
generation efficiency to be 0.5% at 365 nm.

We also observed laser action in thin PPV films and 
microcavities such as microrings and microdisks. The effec
tive gain spectrum of PPV was calculated and the estimated 
threshold exciton density for laser action was found to be in 
good agreement with the experimentally measured threshold 
value of 2 x  1018 cm-3 . Lasing from microrings shows sev
eral narrow waveguide modes with an intermode spacing of 
0.45 nm that corresponds to a mode effective refractive index 
n eff=  1.45. The spectral width of the laser modes is resolu
tion limited and gives an estimate of the laser quality factor
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Q. For the microring cavity we found Q >  5000, which is 
limited by self-absorption in the polymer film.
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